
Product name: ENDORFY Fera 5 Black
Product code: EY3A011

This high-performance air cooling system has been created jointly with Synergy
Cooling. From the multiple-award-winning Fluctus 120 PWM fan with an optional
semi-passive mode to four heat pipes connecting the base to an asymmetrical
heat sink, we designed everything so that it ensures the best cooling efficiency
in its class without a loud hum.

 High cooling efficiency – the asymmetrical heat sink with dense ribbing
and four direct-touch heat pipes ensure that Fera 5 Black is excellent at
drawing heat away from the processor. Additional optimisation for one-
direction airflow ensures the best cooling quality in its class.

 Black finish – every element of the cooler is a deep black hue, which
makes Fera 5 Black look appealing both in classic cases and when
surrounded by backlit components.

 Fluctus 120 PWM fan with an optional semi-passive mode and profiled
blades with a wavy edge – designed jointly with Synergy Cooling so that it
ensures the best cooling efficiency in its class without a loud hum. Psycho-
acoustic optimisation of Fluctus fans is patent pending.

 Quick and easy assembly – a frame is provided to make it easier to install
the cooler even for less experienced users who have not installed any
components before. Fera 5 Black is compatible with AMD and Intel bases.

 Thermal paste included – the cooler comes with a tube of efficient and
easy-to-apply Pactum PT-3 thermal paste that will be sufficient for
assembly a few times over.

 6-year warranty – purchasing the Fera 5 Black cooler gives you a long,
six-year producer warranty for the entire cooling system. We are simply
completely certain of quality of any equipment that bears the ENDORFY
logo.

High cooling efficiency

Fera 5 black easily keeps the processor temperature low even when the
computer is working its hardest. This is thanks to an asymmetrical densely-
finned heat sink that does a great job of collecting heat - its base has good
contact with the surface of the processor and four heat pipes improve transfer of
high heat. The cooler is also optimised for one-direction airflow, which ensures
the highest cooling efficiency in its class.

Classy black finish

It's no secret that black components look equally good both in classic cases and
when accompanied by backlit elements. This is why every part of the Fera 5



Black cooler is a deep black hue that will fit your PC perfectly.

Fluctus 120 PWM fan

Fera 5 Black cooler is silent enough that you might not hear it at all. This is
because airflow is handled by the multiple-award-winning Fluctus 120 PWM with
an optional semi-passive mode that we set on a sturdy FDB bearing. We
designed it together with Synergy Cooling - its blades have been shaped for
optimal airflow in demanding circumstances and for densely-finned heat sinks.
In addition, each fan blade is finished with a wavy shape that muffles any
irritating hum (psycho-acousting optimisation of Fluctus fans is patent pending).
  

Quick and easy assembly

Thanks to a mounting frame you'll be able to install the cooler in your PC very
quickly, even if it's your first time installing any component. Keep in mind that
Fera 5 Black is compatible with AMD and Intel bases.

Thermal paste included

Fera 5 Black comes equipped with an efficient and easy-to-apply Pactum PT-3
thermal paste. There's enough of it for you to assemble the cooler a few times.

6-year warranty

We are convinced of the quality of any equipment with the ENDORFY logo. This
is why we include a long, 6-year warranty with Fera 5 Black, for the entire
cooling system (but we bet you will not need it anyway).

ENDORFY Fera 5 Black – main features:
 High-efficiency processor cooling system
 Black finish
 Fluctus 120 mm fan
 Extended fan speed range
 Optional semi-passive mode
 Compatible with multiple processors
 6-year warranty
 Thermal paste included

ENDORFY Fera 5 Black – technical specifications:
 Product code: EY3A011



 EAN: 5903018667638
 Product type: processor air cooling system
 Color: black
 Heat sink dimensions: 155×127×77 mm
 TDP factor: 220 W
 Heatsink type: tower
 Heat pipes: 4
 Maximum number of fans: 2
 Number of fans (included): 1
 Included fans:

o 1× ENDORFY Fluctus 120 PWM
 Fan size: 120×120×25 mm
 Fan speed: 250 (±100) – 1800 (±10%) RPM
 Control (speed): PWM
 Power connection (fan): 4-pin (male and female)
 Voltage (fan): 12 V
 Current (fan, peak): 0.30 A
 Fan bearings: FDB
 MTBF: 100 000 h

 Processor compatibility:
o AMD: AM5, AM4, AM3(+), AM2(+), FM2(+), FM1
o Intel: LGA1700, LGA1200, LGA1150, LGA1151, LGA1155, LGA1156,

LGA775, LGA2066, LGA2011-3, LGA2011 (square ILM), LGA1366
 Warranty: 72 months

ENDORFY Fera 5 Black – logistics data:
 Retail box dimensions: 136×120×186 mm
 Weight (net): 590 g
 Weight (gross): 820 g
 Master carton dimensions: 428×380×395 mm
 Master carton weight (gross): 15.50 kg
 Product quantity in master carton: 18 pcs

Set includes:
 1× ENDORFY Fera 5 Black heat sink
 1× ENDORFY Fluctus 120 PWM fan
 1× Assembly kit
 1× ENDORFY Pactum PT-3 thermal paste
 1× Safety and instruction manual


